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1. Overview 
1. Genband hosted its annual customer event, Genband Perspectives, in Orlando, FL.   

2. Genband, like many telecom companies, is transitioning from hardware products to 

software services. This involves several initiatives including UCaaS products and 

services, other provider infrastructure, and Kandy CPaaS.  

3. Genband also champions and enables NFV (not covered in this 2Pager).  

4. CEO David Walsh presented the ‘Exchange of Everything’ (EoE) vision. Genband sits at 

the intersection of UCaaS, CPaaS, and IoT – well positioned in an ‘as a service,’ always-

connected world.  

5. Walsh indicated that Kandy now has 15 million registered users. Later Paul Pluschkell 

indicated that current growth rates suggest Kandy will soon support 1.5 billion 

endpoints.  

2. Update on Kandy 
1. Kandy was launched at Genband Perspectives in 2014. It has developed into a broad 

platform with rich capabilities and differentiated services. Primary competitive 

solutions include Twilio and Nexmo.  

2. Kandy Wrappers, introduced in 2015, are pre-built code snippets designed to be 

inserted into websites, applications, or embedded processes. Kandy Wrappers 

accelerate development. They can be used as provided or as starting point for 

customization.  

3. Kandy Containers are customizable apps that can be run on the client device without 

client software. Containers address app fatigue and mitigate interop concerns. 

4. Kandy enables companies to include hosted communications services within their own 

branded offerings.  

5. Pluschkell said that Kandy is regularly adding new solutions with more than 100K 

endpoints monthly.  

3. Announcements 
1. Genband announced that TeleMedCo selected Kandy for its new emergency room 

workflow automation solution. TeleMedCo uses IBM Watson integrated with medical 

records and labs to facilitate the diagnosis, triage, and admission process in emergency 

rooms. Kandy enables HIPAA compliant messaging, voice services, and multi-party 

video consultation and collaboration  
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2. Genband worked with Polycom to obtain JITC certification for Genband servers and 

Polycom VVX voice and video endpoints.  

3. Genband and SAP announced that SAP will resell communications services (powered by 

Kandy) associated with SAP Hybris solutions for commerce.  

4. Not announced but demonstrated is a new integration with IBM Connection Cloud. This 

will likely come to market as a meet-in-the-channel integrated service that combines 

Genband Nuvia hosted telephony service (including applications and PSTN) to the IBM 

solution. Endpoints can be traditional IP phones or utilize the soft client in Sametime. 

5. Visual Attendant and Concierge are new Kandy Wrappers announced at the event. Both 

are intended to enable real-time communications within business applications.  

6. Several customer wins were profiled including MBody360, a mobile app for health and 

wellness professionals; and XO leveraging Nuvia for its cloud contact center service.  

4. Opinion 
1. Although premises-based UC solutions initially offered APIs to extend communications 

to business applications, it was the CPaaS providers that got traction. Most UCaaS 

solutions offer limited APIs, but they tend to focus on packaged integrations to popular 

services such as SFDC. Genband is now positioned to offer rich UCaaS via Nuvia and 

CPaaS via Kandy - effectively creating cloud-delivered UC 2.0. For example, a single 

solution that enables a customer inquiry through the website (Kandy) that can be 

transferred to contact center agents or other knowledge-workers (Nuvia).  

2. Genband Kandy and better known Twilio are conceptually similar. Twilio targets 

developers first while Kandy first targets enterprise partners. Genband has built some 

impressive alliances in a very short period of time.  

3. It is impressive how robust Kandy has become. It was previewed at Genband 

Perspectives 2014 and formally launched in September 2014.  

4. The CPaaS space is moving toward UC. Twilio recently announced its IPO plans. Cisco 

acquired Tropo last year, and Vonage recently acquired Nexmo. Both Cisco and Vonage 

offer UCaaS and CPaaS, and Twilio offers clients, telnos, and advanced applications such 

as contact center.  

5. Genband’s WebRTC implementation in Smart Office is relatively robust. Unlike most 

WebRTC applications plagued by browser incompatibilities, Smart Office utilizes the 

container approach to include its own WebRTC-enabled capabilities. This creates a 

controllable app-like client – the benefits of WebRTC without the limitations.  

6. Messaging has been the star of CPaaS, but the market is expanding to voice and video. 

Both will become more strategic as applications become communications savvy as 

demonstrated by the Telemedco and SAP Hybris integrations.  


